
21-23 Stylebawn Drive, Berwick, Vic 3806
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Friday, 23 February 2024

21-23 Stylebawn Drive, Berwick, Vic 3806

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 6 Parkings: 10 Type: House

Kate Schuster

0410587286

https://realsearch.com.au/21-23-stylebawn-drive-berwick-vic-3806
https://realsearch.com.au/kate-schuster-real-estate-agent-from-marshall-white-bayside


Contact agent

Inspection strictly by appointment only.  Please contact Ben Vieth 0404 084 793Defined by spectacular proportions,

breathtaking contemporary design, and a superlative level of commercial-grade quality, this luxurious residence

unforgettable interior dimensions are matched by perfectly curated entertaining spaces. Honouring the dedication of the

owner's vision, the architectural flair of Design Unity and the exactness of John Woodbridge some 150 squares of

modern luxury has come to life. Craned onto the building in one piece, the striking Canter-levered roof sets the scene for

the treasures that lie beyond the gallery-styled entry. A formal functionality with an edgy design provides airy yet moody

interiors. Constructed mainly of concrete pre-cast slabs, and dressed in on-trend palettes, this dramatic private domain

provides an irresistible indoor-outdoor lifestyle in an enviable single-level context. Biometric entry points, the latest in

high-performance 6-star energy ratings, commercial-grade double-glazed windows, doors and screens, home automation

for every need, each of each bedroom with its own ensuite. The master zone is one for the record books - flush-fitted

cupboards and cabinetry in matte black set off an enormous stone soak tub in the ensuite. The centralised stone-laden

masterpiece kitchen offers ranges of Miele appliances, integrated fridge and dishwasher, dumb waiter service and auto

cupboards. A fully serviced Butler's pantry lies behind. Flowing to a quiet, West-facing entertainment hub, a resort-style

space you will never want to leave home for. A 12-car basement car parking will impress the enthusiast, and a downstairs

theatre/Billiards/Gym/Games room has its own viewing area of the Infinity-edge granite-tiled pool above. Steam room,

gym, full-size tennis court, children's cubby house, enormous vegetable garden, custom-fitted home offices all combine to

radiate practical luxury whilst maintaining a minimalist space.Exteriors of easy-care, Japanese-inspired scenes, the

property sits at the intersection of urban life and acreage pleasure.  This property has set a new benchmark in Melbourne

real estate and must be seen if you looking for a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to buy a home in this area.


